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In ISA, virtualization works through an ISA emulation. This is helpful to run 

heaps of legacy code which was originally written for different hardware heaps of legacy code which was originally written for different hardware 

configurations.

A binary code that might need additional layers to run can now run on an x86 

machine or with some tweaking, even on x64 machines. ISA helps make this a 

agnostic virtual machine.

The basic emulation, though, requires an interpreter. This interpreter 

interprets the source code and converts it to a hardware readable format for 
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Hardware Abstraction Level (HAL)

This level helps perform virtualization at the hardware level. It uses a bare 

hypervisor for its functioning.

This level helps form the virtual machine and manages the hardware through 

It enables virtualization of each hardware component such as I/O devices, 

processors, memory, etc.processors, memory, etc.

This way multiple users can use the same hardware with numerous instances 

of virtualization at the same time.
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At the operating system level, the virtualization model creates an abstract layer At the operating system level, the virtualization model creates an abstract layer 

between the applications and the OS.

It is like an isolated container on the physical server and operating system that 

utilizes hardware and software. Each of these containers functions like servers.

When the number of users is high, and no one is willing to share hardware, this When the number of users is high, and no one is willing to share hardware, this 

level of virtualization comes in handy.
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Library Level

OS system calls are lengthy. Which is why applications opt for APIs from user

Most of the APIs provided by systems are rather well documented. Hence, library 

level virtualization is preferred in such scenarios.

Library interfacing virtualization is made possible by API hooks. These API hooks 

control the communication link from the system to the applications.control the communication link from the system to the applications.
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level virtualization comes handy when you wish to level virtualization comes handy when you wish to 

an application. It does not virtualize an entire platform or environment.

On an operating system, applications work as one process. Hence it is also 

known as process-level virtualization.

It is generally useful when running virtual machines with highIt is generally useful when running virtual machines with high

Here, the application sits on top of the virtualization layer, which is above the 

application program.
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